
 
 

‘THE STORY OF US’ 
Synopsis 

 
Jamie Vaughn (Maggie Lawson) is an aspiring writer and small-town bookstore owner in 
Waterford, Oregon whose love of books and romance had her dreaming of owning one of the 
town’s oldest businesses, True Love Books and Café, when she worked there in high school.  
After buying it like she said she would, she witnessed numerous proposals in the back courtyard 
and believes the store is a lucky charm for love.  However, True Love Books, along with 
countless other stores in the district are struggling, with many closing one after the other.  This 
catches the attention of a powerful Portland property developer led by Jamie’s former flame and 
architect Sawyer O’Dell (Sam Page), who leads the charge to revamp the district with more 
modern, upscale and profitable businesses.   
 
Because Sawyer is a local boy, he is tasked with returning to Waterford to talk with and 
convince all the business owners to embrace their vision and sign deals agreeing to sell, and 
success with the project means a permanent position for Sawyer in the firm.  Sawyer visits 
Jamie who is shocked to see he has returned.  A sudden phone call interrupts any explanation 
Sawyer can give as to why he is there, and a flood of emotions and feelings return for both of 
them.  It’s later at the local town council meeting where a presentation is made to the owners 
that a shocked Jamie sees Sawyer as he begins to show the proposed designs and she realizes 
why he’s returned, and not sure if she’s more heartbroken or angry. 
 
As Sawyer spends more time in town, they can’t deny feelings for each other but her bookstore, 
not her love life that she’s placed on hiatus, is the priority.  Determined to find a way to save it, 
she inadvertently stumbles across a box behind a shelf that looks like a book, with “The Story of 
Us” written in script across the front.  Inside are dozens of timeworn Valentines on old 
cardstock, all hand-written: they’re from past customers – as well as the prior store owners – 
and she hatches a plan to showcase how important True Love Books is to the community.  She 
also arranges for a story to run in the local paper and her plan works, at least temporarily, and 
traffic inside the store increases.  This prompts a visit from Sawyer’s boss who hands her an 
envelope with an even more lucrative offer to sell, along with a not-so-subtle reminder that 
once all the other businesses sign, she’ll be forced to give up her store through eminent domain 
and Jamie’s heart sinks. 
 
As Valentine’s Day approaches and more business owners give in, closure of these historic 
stores seems imminent.  It’s a long shot, but Jamie comes up with one final heartfelt plan to 
use the Valentines from “The Story of Us” box to help remind people of both the store’s and 
town’s history – and it convinces Sawyer who puts his job on the line and drafts a surprising 
new design.  But when Jamie’s most recent boyfriend Matt (Jacob Richter) returns to town and 
admits he regrets leaving her, it’s Jamie who must sort out her past feelings for Matt – and 
Sawyer-- discovering that true love doesn’t have to be perfect; it just has to be true. 
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